
AON RAPID ENGAGEMENT

Accelerating People  
to the Extraordinary

  Boosting employee engagement 
in your small to midsize business 
will make a huge difference
One in six employees is disengaged. But in a company of 1,500 
employees, those disengaged few can have a significant impact. 

  Aon Rapid Engagement is  
a cost-effective employee  
survey with robust analytics
Our validated engagement model and deep analytics help 
you accelerate your employee experience and prepare an 
agile workplace for now and the future. 

Eligible to Aon Best 
Employers certification



Aon Rapid Engagement 
survey gives deep 
insight into employee 
engagement. 

How?
  Comprehensively covers 
engagement dimensions

  Provides a deep analysis 
into what drives engagement 

  Offers access to advanced 
statistical analysis to 
understand key priorities

  Gives actionable insights 
for leaders and managers

  Measures progress over time

  Gives robust online reporting

  Offers a range of optional 
add-ons for flexibility for 
tailored business needs

Cost effective survey. Robust analytics. 
Fast implementation. Easy to act upon.

Aon Rapid 
Engagement

15 
million
 employees’ 
responses

Available in different 
languages.

50 Backed by 50 years of 
research.

Supported by Aon 
engagement experts.

Includes eligibility for Aon 
Best Employer award.

Full customized survey 
also available.

Sophisticated technology 
with user-friendly 
reporting from a simple 
dashboard.

Engaging sample 
templates to communicate 
with survey participants.

Quick access to statistical 
data to see key priorities 
and take action.

Simple tracking to 
benchmark engagement 
and sub-groups over 
weeks, months and years.

Access for multiple users.

Timescales that work
 Ready to use online survey and reporting six times a year

 Four months from project initiation to results

 Stay
Employees have 
a strong wish to 
be part of the 
organisation.

November 30, 2018 January 3 – 31, 2019 February 27, 2019 Mid-March

January 24, 2019 March 1 – 31, 2019 April 24, 2019 Mid-May

March 25, 2019 May 1 – 31, 2019 June 26, 2019 Mid-July

May 24, 2019 July 3 – 31, 2019 August 28, 2019 Mid-September

July 25, 2019 September 4 – 30, 2019 October 23, 2019 Mid-November

September 24, 2019 November 1 – 30, 2019 December 18, 2019 Mid-January

Four months from project initiation to results

Registration 
deadline

Survey data 
collection

Online 
reporting

Results 
briefings

  Benefits
Benefit from Aon’s trusted engagement model and 
global benchmark database of 15 millions employees. 

 Say
Employees speak 
positively about  
the organisation 
to co-workers, 
associates and 
customers.

 Strive
Employees put in 
extra effort and 
engagement that 
contributes to 
business success.

  In summary

68
Industries

167
countries


